Licence conditions

Four different flavours of licence conditions.

**BY - attribution**
- You must include an acknowledgement to the original creator.

**NC - non-commercial**
- You can reuse the material for non-commercial purposes only.

**SA - share alike**
- If you create a new work using it, you must license it under the same licence as the original.

**ND - no derivatives**
- You can redistribute the original, but you can’t make any adaptations to it.

Public domain - CC0

With a CC0 licence there are no restrictions. You can use the material for any purpose, and you don’t even need to credit the original creator.

Licensing your work

Sharing under a Creative Commons licence is easy! Just make sure you or your publisher includes a statement with the relevant licence name on your work, like this one.

Got a question? Email us: library@abdn.ac.uk

Licence types

Mix and match conditions to make your licence.

**CC BY**
- Use the material for any purpose.
- You must credit the creator.

**CC BY-NC**
- Use the material for any non-commercial purpose.
- You must credit the creator.

**CC BY-SA**
- Use the material for any purpose.
- You must credit the creator.
- You must share adaptations under CC BY-SA.

**CC BY-ND**
- Redistribute the material for any purpose.
- You must credit the creator.
- You must not make any changes to the material.

**CC BY-NC-SA**
- Use the material for any non-commercial purpose.
- You must credit the creator.
- You must share adaptations under CC BY-NC-SA.

**CC BY-NC-ND**
- Redistribute the material for non-commercial purposes.
- You must credit the creator.
- You must not make any changes to the material.